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Acoustic scanner noiseNumerous studies on the tonotopic organisation of auditory cortex in humans have employed a wide range of
neuroimagingprotocols to assess cortical frequency tuning. In the present functionalmagnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) study, we made a systematic comparison between acquisition protocols with variable levels of interfer-
ence from acoustic scanner noise. Using sweep stimuli to evoke travelling waves of activation, we measured
sound-evoked response signals using sparse, clustered, and continuous imaging protocols that were characterised
by inter-scan intervals of 8.8, 2.2, or 0.0 s, respectively. With regard to sensitivity to sound-evoked activation, the
sparse and clusteredprotocols performed similarly, and both detectedmore activation than the continuousmeth-
od. Qualitatively, tonotopic maps in activated areas proved highly similar, in the sense that the overall pattern of
tonotopic gradients was reproducible across all three protocols. However, quantitatively, we observed substantial
reductions in response amplitudes to moderately low stimulus frequencies that coincided with regions of strong
energy in the scanner noise spectrum for the clustered and continuous protocols compared to the sparse protocol.
At the same time, extreme frequencies became over-represented for these two protocols, and high best frequen-
cies became relatively more abundant. Our results indicate that although all three scanning protocols are suitable
to determine the layout of tonotopic ﬁelds, an exact quantitative assessment of the representation of various
sound frequencies is substantially confounded by the presence of scanner noise. In addition, we noticed anoma-
lous signal dynamics in response to our travelling wave paradigm that suggest that the assessment of frequency-
dependent tuning is non-trivially inﬂuenced by time-dependent (hemo)dynamics when using sweep stimuli.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).Introduction
In the context of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), the
loud acoustic scanner noise (ASN) that is emitted by the read-out gradi-
ent switches of echo-planar imaging sequences is a major confounding
factor that becomes increasingly serious as available magnetic ﬁeld
strengths get higher (Foster et al., 2000; Moelker and Pattynama,
2003). Apart from evoking activation in the auditory cortex
(Bandettini et al., 1998; Elliott et al., 1999; Hall et al., 2000), ASN has
also been shown to inﬂuence task-related activity in non-auditory
brain regions related to vision (Zhang et al., 2005), motion (Fuchino
et al., 2006), imagery (Mazard et al., 2002), nociception (Boyle et al.,
2006), emotion (Skouras et al., 2013), attention (Novitski et al., 2001),
working memory (Novitski et al., 2003; Haller et al., 2005; Tomasi
et al., 2005), and the default mode network (Gaab et al., 2008).ng Biomedical Research Unit,
U, UK. Fax: +44 115 82 32615.
.M. Langers).
. This is an open access article underSimilarly, various intrinsic brain networks were shown to be affected
during so-called resting-state experiments (Langers and van Dijk,
2011; Rondinoni et al., 2013). Although often still underappreciated,
ASN therefore is a ubiquitous factor that forms an important consider-
ation in the design of fMRI experiments in general (Amaro et al., 2002).
For experiments that involve sound presentations in particular, ASN
may inﬂuence outcomes at an acoustic or neural level in the form of a
direct masking of the delivered stimuli and interference with task per-
formance, or at a metabolic or vascular level in the form of a sustained
elevation of baseline activity and reduced activation due to non-linear
ceiling effects (Talavage and Edmister, 2004). Various solutions have
been proposed to overcome these detrimental effects (Okada and
Nakai, 2003). Several strategies aim to make the acquisition sequence
quieter, for instance by optimising the design of coil geometries
(Bowtell and Mansﬁeld, 1995), excitation pulses (Schmitter and Bock,
2010), readout gradient shapes (Loenneker et al., 2001; Zapp et al.,
2012), switching frequencies (Chapman et al., 2003; Segbers et al.,
2010), slew rates (de Zwart et al., 2002), and k-space trajectories
(Oesterle et al., 2001). Other approaches are based on reduction of thethe CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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Melcher, 2001; Nordell et al., 2009; Li and Mechefske, 2010) or active
noise cancellation (McJury et al., 1997; Hall et al., 2009; Blackman and
Hall, 2011; Kannan et al., 2011). Although these approaches allow ASN
to be managed to some degree, fMRI sequences tend to remain far
from quiet, such that additional measures remain necessary in practice.
A popular approach to deal with the problem of ASN is to employ
sparse scanning protocols (Eden et al., 1999; Edmister et al., 1999; Hall
et al., 1999). By spacing short fMRI acquisitions by extended periods of
scanner inactivity, stimuli can be delivered in a nearly silent environ-
ment and a sustained elevation of the hemodynamic baseline in
sound-responsive brain areas can be avoided. Ideally, the duration of ac-
quisitions should not exceed approximately 2 s and the inter-scan inter-
val should be of the order of 20 s in order for ASN effects to become
negligible (Talavage et al., 1999; Olulade et al., 2011). Because this
would lead to a very low data acquisition rate, various authors have in-
vestigated the beneﬁt of clusteringmultiple image acquisitions together
(Schmithorst and Holland, 2004; Langers et al., 2007; Zaehle et al.,
2007), sometimes accompanied by additional quiet radio-frequency ex-
citation pulses in the inter-scan interval to retainmagnetisation equilib-
rium (Schwarzbauer et al., 2006; Mueller et al., 2011). At the same time,
it has been argued that an optimal sensitivity to sound-evoked activa-
tion would be obtained for moderate inter-scan intervals of 2 to 8 s
(Liem et al., 2012; Perrachione and Ghosh, 2013). It has even been sug-
gested that continuous scanningmight be preferable because it does not
involve sudden sound onsets (Seifritz et al., 2006). The discrepancies be-
tween ﬁndings may have arisen because the level of interference de-
pends not only on the characteristics of ASN itself, but also on those of
the stimulus and task paradigm. For instance, interactions may depend
on stimulus attributes like sound intensity, frequency content,
spectrotemporal dynamics, and behavioural signiﬁcance, or task-
related factors like instruction and attention. In summary, there is
ample evidence that the effects of ASN can be reduced by implementing
appropriate image acquisition protocols, but which protocol is optimal
likely depends upon the study goals and design.
In this report, we focus on the effects of ASN in relation to tonotopic
mapping. Whereas the ﬁrst detailed cortical frequency tuning maps
that were non-invasively produced a decade ago were inconsistent
and therefore difﬁcult to interpret (Schönwiesner et al., 2002;
Formisano et al., 2003; Talavage et al., 2004), a rising number of studies
have since resulted in a better consensus regarding the large-scale
tonotopic organisation in human auditory cortex. As a result, tonotopic
maps are gradually becoming a suitable research target to investigate in
the context of studies on normal and disordered hearing (Langers,
2014). Homologous to the organisation in non-human primates
(Hackett et al., 2001; Baumann et al., 2013),multiple abutting tonotopic
gradients in core auditory cortex are found to fold at an angle across
Heschl's gyrus (HG) in humans (reviewed by Saenz and Langers,
2014). Yet, despite the current agreement in outcomes across studies,
researchers have employed very diverse imaging protocols. In particu-
lar, in relation to ASN, widely diverging scanning “duty cycles” have
been employed: some authors employed continuous acquisitions (Da
Costa et al., 2011; Dick et al., 2012), whereas others used sparse scan-
ning (Humphries et al., 2010; Langers and van Dijk, 2011), and yet
others settled on an intermediate design involving brief inter-scan in-
tervals (Moerel et al., 2012; Norman-Haignere et al., 2013); for a repre-
sentative overview of recent studies, see Table 1 in our accompanying
paper (Langers et al., 2014-in this issue).
The question how ASN interacts with tonotopic maps is a highly rel-
evant one because it has been shown that interference from ASN is
frequency-dependent. In an elegant study, Scarff et al. (2004) showed
not only that the perceived loudness of tones that best coincided with
the frequency content of ASN decreased, but these tones also induced
less detectable fMRI activity than tones at other frequencies. When the
imaging sequence was modiﬁed in such a way that the dominant spec-
tral content of the ASN shifted to higher frequencies, it was found thatthe interference with stimulus audibility and the corresponding dip in
detectable activation also shifted towards those higher frequencies.
Thus, the observed effects could be causally linked to ASN. At least
two other studies also reported frequency-speciﬁc interference of ASN
with experimental stimuli (Langers et al., 2005; Novitski et al., 2006).
Because studies on tonotopy rely upon the assessment of frequency-
dependent response characteristics in order to extract amap of best fre-
quencies, it is therefore highly plausible that tonotopic mapping out-
comes are affected by the presence of ASN.
In the present study, we aimed to compare tonotopic maps derived
using several distinct imaging protocols. We designed three acquisition
sequences that we deemed reasonable alternatives based on current
evidence and existing practices: (1) a “sparse” protocol with
moderate-to-long silent intervals between pairs of contiguous acquisi-
tions; (2) a “clustered” protocol with gaps between successive acquisi-
tions that were long enough to avoid direct acoustic masking but still
short compared to hemodynamic timescales; and (3) a “continuous”
protocol in which acquisitions were carried out without any intermit-
tent silent periods. All other imaging parameters, including the total
measurement time, were kept constant across the three protocols. The
stimuli were also the same: likemany previous studies, we used an iter-
ated sweep stimulus, the activation to which travels across the
tonotopic map in periodic fashion (Talavage et al., 2004). Our subse-
quent analysis focussed on quantitative differences in the frequency-
dependent sound-evoked responses, and qualitative differences in the
layout of the extracted tonotopic maps.
Methods
Seven healthy volunteers (gender: 3♂, 4♀; age [years]: 33.6 ± 5.5,
range 26–42) participated in this study after having given written in-
formed consent. The procedures accorded with the Declaration of Hel-
sinki and were approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the
School ofMedicine at the University of Nottingham. Subjects had nohis-
tory of neurological or hearing-related disease.
Imaging session
Subjects were positioned supinely in the bore of a 3.0-T MR system
(Philips Achieva, Best, the Netherlands) that was equipped with a 32-
channel receive head coil. The scanner coolant pump was turned off
during all measurements and subjects wore foam ear plugs and MR-
compatible electrostatic headphones (NordicNeuroLab AudioSystem,
Bergen, Norway) to diminish ambient noise levels. After the acquisition
of an anatomical reference scan, subjects performed an automated au-
diometric test in situ while no scanning took place to determine their
hearing thresholds. Results were used to calibrate the stimulus delivery
in subsequent functional runs. For the remainder of the session, subjects
watched a silent video (a nature documentary).
The functional imaging session comprised six 6-minute runs, each
consisting of a sequence of high-resolution T2*-sensitive 2-D gradient-
echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) volume acquisitions (2.2-s acquisition
time; 40-ms echo time; 90° ﬂip angle; 128 × 126 × 25 matrix; 192 ×
168 × 37.5-mm3 ﬁeld of view; 1.5 × 1.5 × 1.5-mm3 reconstructed
voxel size; 0-mm slice gap; EPI-factor 53). The acquisition volume was
positioned in an oblique axial orientation, tilted forward parallel to the
Sylvian ﬁssure, and approximately centred on the superior temporal
plane. Regional saturation slabs were added to null the signal from the
eyes. Three different acquisition protocols were employed that differed
with respect to their repetition times (see Fig. 1). During sparse scan-
ning, 26 pairs of EPI images (labelled “a” and “b” in Fig. 1) were acquired
separated by 8.8-s periods of scanner inactivity (alternatingly 2.2-s or
11.0-s repetition time). During clustered scanning, 78 EPI images were
acquired separated by 2.2-s gaps of scanner inactivity (4.4-s repetition
time). During continuous scanning, 156 EPI images were acquired con-
tiguously (2.2-s repetition time). Preparation scans were acquired to
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the employed paradigm. Acquisitionswere carried out using a sparse protocol (with long periods of scanner inactivity between pairs of images), a clustered
protocol (with short periods of scanner inactivity between all images), or a continuous protocol (without interspersed periods of scanner inactivity). At the same time, jittered tone se-
quences were presented with frequency proﬁles that were slowly swept upward or downward. The regression model comprised sinusoidal regressors to model a periodic response
with the sameperiodicity as the sweeps, butwith arbitrary amplitude and phase (for the downward sweeps, themodelled phasewas reversed compared to theupward sweepsbyﬂipping
the sign of the sine regressors).
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ery. These were excluded from the analysis.
The stimulus paradigmpresented in each run consisted of a sequence
of upward or downward tone sweeps. Each sweep comprised a sequence
of 242 pure tones, presented at a rate of 10 per second (i.e., total duration
equivalent to 11 contiguous acquisitions). Each tone lasted 75 ms, with
5-ms cosine ramps. At any given time, the tone frequencies were ran-
domly selected from an interval that dynamically swept from 125–177
to 5657–8000 Hz for the upward sweep, or in the reverse direction for
the downward sweep. In other words, tone frequencies spanned a total
range of 6 octaves (125–8000 Hz) and were jittered over 1/2 octave
while the frequency contour progressed continuously at a rate of 1/2 oc-
tave per 2.2 s. In order to obtain constant loudness, each tone was pre-
sented diotically at a sensation level (i.e., level above the individually
determined detection threshold) corresponding to a loudness level of
60 phon, as deﬁned in the international ISO-226 standard (Suzuki
et al., 2003). To reduce startle due to sudden sweep on- and offsets, levels
were faded in and out during the ﬁrst and last 1.1 s of the sweep. Finally,
each sweep was padded with 2.2 s of silence on each end, resulting in a
stimulus repetition period of 28.6 s. The stimulus was repeated twelve
times per run (see Fig. 1).
Thus, six runs were obtained, combining three acquisition protocols
(sparse, clustered and continuous imaging) with each of two stimulus
protocols (upward and downward sweeps). The ordering of these runs
was randomised across subjects.Acoustics measurements
The spectrum and intensity level of the ASN were measured within
the scanner bore (i.e. unattenuated by headphones or earplugs) using
a type-4143 microphone and type-2669 pre-ampliﬁer (Brüel & Kjær,
Nærum, Denmark). These were placed next to a phantom in the head
coil, near where the ear of a participant would be. The microphone out-
put was calibrated using a type-4230 calibrator (Brüel & Kjær, Nærum,
Denmark). Signals were recorded and analysed using a 51.2-kHz sam-
pling rate and 32-bit precision by means of an Apollo-box sound level
meter (Sinus Messtechnik GmbH, Leipzig, Germany).Soundwaveforms of approximately 30-s durationwere recorded for
the sparse, clustered, and continuous imaging protocols. Minimum,
maximum, and equivalent sound intensity levels were determined
using linear and A weightings with an integration time of 1.0 s.
Data analysis
Data were preprocessed using the SPM12 software package
(Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, http://www.ﬁl.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm/) (Friston et al., 2007). Functional imaging volumes
were corrected for motion effects using rigid body transformations
and coregistered to the subject's anatomical image. A logarithmic trans-
formation was carried out in order to express all derived voxel signal
measures in fMRI units of percentage signal change relative to the
mean, and images were moderately smoothed by convolution with a
5-mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. The two
images of each pair in the sparse runs (“a” and “b”, see above) were av-
eraged using an equal weighting. This was determined to optimise the
signal-to-noise ratio while accounting for differences in image contrast
and activation level (see the Results section). The resulting pairwise-
averaged images were treated as if they were obtained from a sequence
with ﬁxed 13.2-s repetition time. The anatomical imageswere segment-
ed and all images were normalised and resampled at 1-mm resolution
inside a bounding box of x = −75… + 75, y = −60… + 40, z =
−20… + 30 in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotaxic
space. Cortical surface meshes were generated from the anatomical im-
ages using the standard processingpipeline of the FreeSurfer v5.1.0 soft-
ware package (Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, http://surfer.
nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) (Dale et al., 1999).
Linear regression models were formulated for each of the three ac-
quisition protocols. Individual subject models as well as ﬁxed-effects
group models were evaluated. All models comprised three regressors
for each of the runs. These included a constant offset to model the base-
line signal, plus a cosine and a sine function to model a sinusoidal re-
sponse to the sweep stimuli with arbitrary amplitude and phase
(Fig. 1). The functions were discretised by temporal sampling at the
middle of each acquisition for the clustered and continuous protocols,
and the middle of each acquisition pair for the sparse protocol. For the
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pared to that of those with upward sweeps in order to reverse the
modelled phase. The cosine and sine regression coefﬁcients, averaged
across runs, were converted to polar coordinates to determine the am-
plitude (i.e. modulus A=√(βcos2 + βsin2 )) and phase (i.e. argument φ=
arctan(βsin / βcos)) of the response, which are held to reﬂect the activa-
tion level and frequency tuning, respectively.
Results
Acoustic measurements
For the continuous acquisition protocol, the intensity level of the
ASN in the scanner bore was 101.8 dB SPL on average, and ranged
between 101.1 and 104.1 dB SPL at different time points. The A-
weighted intensity level equalled 99.1 dB(A). The sound spectrum is
shown in Fig. 2. The fundamental frequency of the ASN, determined
by the switching frequency of the gradient coils, was equal to 423 Hz.
The spectrum was highly dominated by the fundamental component,
which contained approximately half of the entire sound energy. The
second largest componentwas the third harmonic, followed by the sec-
ond and ﬁfth harmonics. In addition, sub-harmonicswere observed cor-
respondingwith the 11.4 Hz rate of slice readouts (i.e. 25 slices in 2.2 s).
Approximately two-thirds of the sound energywere containedwithin a
frequency range of 400–1000 Hz. Negligible energy occurred above the
ﬁfth harmonic (~2.1 kHz).
For the clustered and sparse protocols, sound spectra were identical
with regard to the periods when the scanner was active (not shown).
Activation and tuning maps
Fig. 3a shows maximum intensity projections of the signiﬁcant
group-level activations according to each of the three acquisition proto-
cols, thresholded at a voxelwise conﬁdence level p b 0.001 and cluster
size kE N 1.0 cm3. For the sparse protocol, data were analysed on the
basis of only the ﬁrst image of each pair (labelled “a”), only the second
image (labelled “b”), or on the basis of the pairwise average. Both the
ﬁrst and second images yielded activation conﬁned to the bilateral audi-
tory cortices. The ﬁrst image provedmoderately less sensitive to sound-
evoked activation than the second: the total volume of supra-threshold
activation amounted to 16.0 and 19.4 cm3 for “a” and “b”, respectively.
The pairwise averaging improved sensitivity further (23.2 cm3). The
clustered protocol yielded similarly extensive activation (23.4 cm3) as
the sparse protocol, whereas the continuous protocol yielded the least
extensive activation (17.9 cm3). A single ROI was subsequently deﬁnedFig. 2. The spectrum power density I of the recorded acoustic scanner noise (ASN), shown in bla
with the gradient switches at a rate of f=423 Hz (left panel) and an additional sub-harmonic
The bold grey curve plots the cumulative power P as a function of frequency against the rightbymerging the pairwise-averaged sparse, the clustered, and the contin-
uous activation clusters (27.4 cm3).
In order to assess the sensitivity of the different acquisition protocols,
we averaged the voxel-wise activation levels, A (in percent signal
change), and the Fisher–Snedecor F-values across the ROI. The ﬁrst
image in the sparse protocol resulted in A = 0.11% and F = 12.7; for
the second image, A= 0.17% and F= 19.6. This implies that an optimal
linear combination of the images would be achieved if the images were
weighted as “a”:“b” = 0.49:0.51 (see the Appendix A), which is very
close to the equal weighting that we employed in our preprocessing.
Using that equal weighting, the pairwise-averaged image yielded A =
0.14% and F= 26.0 for the sparse protocol, compared to A= 0.12% and
F= 22.0 for the clustered protocol and A= 0.10% and F= 16.2 for the
continuous protocol. Henceforth, all reported outcomes for the sparse
protocol will be based on the pairwise-averaged data.
Fig. 3b compares the subject-level activations for the sparse, clus-
tered, and continuous protocols. For these individual activation maps,
the cluster extent threshold was lowered to kE N 0.1 cm3. Unsurprising-
ly, activation extents varied across subjects, but this variability tended
to be similar across the three acquisition protocols; that is, strongly re-
sponsive subjects for one protocol remained strongly responsive for
other protocols as well. Individual activations tended to be more exten-
sive and less speciﬁcally conﬁned to auditory cortex for the sparse pro-
tocol than for the other two protocols.
The regression coefﬁcients of the cosine and sine regressors were
converted to response amplitudes, A, and response phases, φ, which
are mapped in Fig. 4 for the group-level analyses, and in Fig. 5 for the
subject-level analyses. Although the spatial pattern of response ampli-
tudes (Figs. 4a and 5a) was similar between the three acquisition
protocols, responses were typically largest for the sparse protocol, inter-
mediate for the clustered protocol, and smallest for the continuous pro-
tocol. The group-level activation peaked in lateral Heschl's gyrus (HG),
but individual subjects often showedmultiple elongated activation clus-
ters running more or less parallel along the banks of HG. The fact that
these patterns were reproducible across the three protocols suggests
that they reﬂect true neural or vascular physiological characteristics.
At the group level, the spatial distributions of the response phases,
indicating tonotopic tuning, were qualitatively highly similar across
protocols (Fig. 4b). Small phase values (i.e., low-frequency preferences;
90° coincides with ~0.3 kHz)were found extensively in the lateral audi-
tory cortex. This was especially the case for lateral HG, but additional
phase minima appeared to exist on lateral planum polare (PP) and lat-
eral planum temporale (PT) near the rostrolateral and caudolateral bor-
ders of the ROI, respectively. Conversely, large phase values (i.e., high-
frequency preferences; 270° coincides with ~3.4 kHz) occurred in ack against the left ordinate axis, displayed a large-scale harmonic structure corresponding
ﬁne-structure corresponding with the slice read-outs at a rate of f=11.4 Hz (right panel).
ordinate axis, scaled as a percentage relative to the total power in the sound wave.
Fig. 3. Signiﬁcant activation according to variousmodels is displayed in an axial “glass-brain” projection, leniently thresholded at p b 0.001 (uncorrected for family-wise errors). Activation
was observed in bilateral auditory cortex in all models, but the activation extent and the amount of apparent non-auditory activation differed between analyses. (a) Group models were
evaluated for the sets of ﬁrst and second images from the sparse acquisition protocol (labelled “a” and “b” in Fig. 1), the corresponding set of pairwise-averaged images, and for all images
from the clustered and continuous protocols. A group-level cluster extent threshold kE N 1.0 cm3 was additionally imposed. The inset shows the approximate orientation of the imaging
volume and the employed analysis' bounding box. (b) Individual subjects models were evaluated for the (pairwise-averaged) sparse, clustered and continuous protocols. A subject-level
cluster extent threshold kE N 0.1 cm3 was additionally imposed.
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observed on the rostromedial and caudomedial aspects of HG, separated
by a regionwith lower phases onHG's axis. Thus, up to three lateral low-
frequency regions and two medial high-frequency regions appeared to
form an interdigitated pattern, with iso-frequency contours as well as
tonotopic progressions zig-zagging in between. Although individual
subjects showedmore detailed features and substantial small-scale var-
iability (Fig. 5b), similar overall patterns could be identiﬁed inmost sub-
jects (with the exception of the phasemap of subject S1 according to the
sparse protocol).
Comparisons across acquisition protocols
The distribution of the group-level responses is detailed further in
Fig. 6. The amplitudes and phases of all voxels in the ROI are plotted in
a polar plot; equivalently, the coefﬁcients of the cosine and sine regres-
sors correspond with the Cartesian coordinates in these points. For all
protocols, the low-frequency voxels (in red) tended to attain larger am-
plitudes than the high-frequency voxels (in blue). Still, some notewor-
thy differences existed between the distributions for the three
protocols. For moderately low frequencies (~0.7 kHz, correspondingwith ~150°), response amplitudes were markedly larger according to
the sparse protocol than according to either the clustered or the contin-
uous protocols. Similar but smaller differences extended up to ~1.6 kHz
(~220°). Conversely, the response amplitudes at extreme tuning fre-
quencies below ~0.5 kHz (~120°) or above ~2.1 kHz (~240°) were
found to be largest in the clustered protocol, also large in the continuous
protocol, but smaller in the sparse protocol.
A more direct comparison of the voxel-wise response amplitudes
and phases across the three acquisition protocols is made in Fig. 7. The
graphs in the lower left of panels (a) and (b) show the amplitude and
phase histograms, respectively, for the three protocols. The scatter
plots show pairwise comparisons of the amplitudes and phases be-
tween each two protocols. With regard to the response amplitude
(Fig. 7a), all three protocols yielded results that were highly correlated.
Nevertheless, the correlation between the clustered and continuous
protocols was higher (R N 0.9) than both correlations involving the
sparse protocol (R b 0.9). Furthermore, the sparse protocol typically
showed the strongest responses, followed by the clustered protocol,
and ﬁnally the continuous protocol. With regard to the phases
(Fig. 7b), a more complicated relationship was observed. In the histo-
gram for the sparse protocol, a majority of voxels was tuned to low
Fig. 4. The group-level responses are projected on an axial anatomical background (in themiddle) and cross-sectionedwith reconstructed cortical surfaces of the temporal lobes (to the sides).
The dashed line approximately outlines the axis of Heschl's gyrus. (a) Response amplitudes were calculated as themodulus of the pair of cosine and sine regression coefﬁcients. The axial pro-
jections showmaximal amplitudes across the activated voxels in the z-direction. Activation peaked in lateral Heschl's gyrus. (b) Response phaseswere calculated as the argument of the pair of
cosine and sine regression coefﬁcients. The axial projections show averaged phases across the activated voxels in the z-direction. Multiple phase minima and maxima (i.e. low- and high-
frequency endpoints) were observed in lateral and medial regions of auditory cortex, respectively.
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frequency preference. For the clustered and continuous protocol, the
low-frequency mode in the distribution progressively diminished and
shifted towards lower frequencies, while a secondary peak arose at
high frequencies. The pairwise comparisons again showed a high corre-
lation between thedifferent protocols, but a non-linear relationshipwas
apparent: in particular, the data points at intermediate frequencies
(i.e., in themiddle of the cloud)were shifted towards higher frequencies
for the clustered and continuous compared to the sparse protocol, and
also for the continuous compared to the clustered protocol. Again, the
clustered vs. continuous correlation (R N 0.9) exceeded both of those in-
volving the sparse protocol (R b 0.9), suggesting that out of all three
protocols the sparse protocol behaved most differently from the other
two. These observations indicate that, compared to the sparse protocol,
tonotopic representations of moderately low frequencies were dimin-
ished in favour of high frequencies in the clustered protocol, and even
more so in the continuous protocol.
Effects of sweep direction
In an effort to study the response phases in more detail, we deter-
mined phase maps based on the upward sweeps alone, or based on
the downward sweeps alone. Fig. 8a shows the upward and downwardphases plotted against one another for each of the three acquisition pro-
tocols. The diagonal grid quantiﬁes the average phases and the phase
differences between the two sweep directions. The upward and down-
ward phases were found to be highly correlated. Yet, the upward sweep
was found to result in a systematically delayed phase compared to the
downward sweep. The average phase difference between the upward
and downward sweep directions equalled Δφ = 104°, 96°, and 108°
for the sparse, clustered, and continuous protocols, respectively. This
can be accounted for by assuming hemodynamic response delays of
τ = 4.1, 3.8, and 4.3 s.
Finally, we visualised the underlying signal dynamics in relation to
the presented sweep stimuli. The previously deﬁned ROI was sub-
divided into six sub-ROIs corresponding to regions of different frequen-
cy tuning. For that purpose, we averaged the group-level phasemaps for
all three protocols (shown in Fig. 4b) and classiﬁed all voxels into six
30°-bins between 90° and 270°; remaining voxels with mean phases
of 0–90° were included in the 90–120°-bin, and voxels with mean
phases of 270–360° were included in the 240–270°-bin. Fig. 8b shows
the hemodynamic signals of each of these six sub-ROIs, normalised to
unit variance to facilitate their comparison and averaged across all sub-
jects in the group and across all sweeps in a run, but separated according
to the direction of the sweep and according to the acquisition protocol.
Because the sweep duration (13 × 2.2 s) and the period of the
Fig. 5. The subject-level responses are projected on an axial anatomical background. As in Fig. 4, (a) maximal response amplitudes and (b) average response phases were projected across
the z-direction. Despite small-scale variations, general patterns of activation and frequency tuning appeared consistent with the corresponding group-level results in most subjects.
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multiples of the acquisition time (see Methods), all signals were effec-
tively sampled at 2.2-s temporal resolution when folded into a single
period.
The response dynamics for the sparse protocol appeared to contain
more short-term oscillations than for the clustered or continuous proto-
cols, which can likely be attributed to the lower sampling frequency and
therefore noisier averages and larger aliasing effects. Disregarding thisdifference, the protocols resulted in comparable signals. As expected,
the hemodynamic response in low-frequency voxels (red curves)
started to grow almost immediately after the onset of the upward
sweep, reaching a maximum after approximately 9 s, and then slowly
declined back to baseline in a quasi-monotonic fashion. In response to
the downward sweep, these voxels showed a reversed response,
starting with a slow build-up to a maximum, followed by a sharp drop
back to baseline after the end of the sweep. High-frequency voxels
Fig. 6. Scatter pots of the responses of all voxels are shown for the sparse, clustered, and continuous acquisition protocols. Each voxel's polar (A,φ)-coordinates correspondwith its response
amplitude and phase, encoding activation level and frequency tuning, respectively. Equivalently, each voxel's cartesian (x,y)-coordinates correspondwith its regression coefﬁcients of the
cosine and sine regressors (see Fig. 1). Each voxel contributes one data point; marker size increases with signiﬁcance of activation, and marker colour maps best frequency.
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downward sweep, and a similar fast decline after the offset of the up-
ward sweep. However, these voxels did not show the same gradual de-
cline or growth over the course of the sweep; instead they appeared to
show a small secondary peak near the onset of the upward sweep and
towards the end of the downward sweep, creating a responseminimum
near themidpoint of the sweep. This behaviourwas clearly visible in the
voxels tuned to moderate frequencies as well (green curves). Their he-
modynamic response did not peak near the middle of the sweep, as
might have been expected from the fact that this coincided with the
presentation of moderate tone frequencies. Instead, they showed a bi-
modal response with more or less equal peaks after the onset and
near the offset of the sweep. This behaviour is perhapsmost dramatical-
ly displayed in the continuously acquired data obtained from the up-
ward sweeps, but evidence for such behaviour occurred for all three
acquisition protocols and either sweep direction. In summary, voxelsFig. 7.The (a) response amplitude and (b) response phase of all voxels are compared across the a
(green), and continuous (red) protocols. The other three plots display pairwise scatter plots. Th
lation coefﬁcients always exceeded R N 0.8. Still, the response amplitudes were largest accordin
cording to the continuous protocol. At the same time, the best frequencies shifted to progressive
comparing the clustered protocol and particularly the continuous protocol to the sparse protocdid not show a single response peak that was positioned along the
sweep according to their best frequency, but their responses tended to
consist of two peaks for which the relative amplitudes varied according
to their assigned frequency tuning.
Discussion
Sound-evoked activation
We compared three different acquisition protocols to study the in-
ﬂuence of ASN on the outcomes of a tonotopic mapping experiment.
Continuous scanning is the default protocol in experiments that do
not involve sound stimulation. In the context of studies on audition, it
may be used when stimuli can be presented at such loud levels that
the ASN does not substantially affect their audibility, in particular
when the focus of the study is not towards primary auditory cortex orcquisition protocols. The lower left plots display histograms for the sparse (blue), clustered
e outcomes of all three protocols were generally well correlated; the listed Pearson corre-
g to the sparse protocol, intermediate according to the clustered protocol, and smallest ac-
lymore extreme frequencies and from themoderately low to thehighest frequencieswhen
ol.
Fig. 8. (a) Response phases, encoding frequency tuning, were calculated on the basis of the upward and downward sweeps alone, and plotted against each other for each of the three ac-
quisition protocols. Each voxel contributes one data point; marker size increases with signiﬁcance of activation, and marker colour maps best frequency (from the groupmodel based on
upward and downward sweeps combined). The extracted upward and downward phases were generally well correlated, but substantial phase differences occurred that are consistent
with an approximately 4-s hemodynamic delay. (b) Hemodynamic response curves were averaged across subjects and across repetitions of the sweep stimuli, and displayed for the up-
ward and downward sweep and for the three acquisition protocols separately. A 33-s fragment is shown (i.e. 15 acquisition times), which slightly exceeds one sweep period; therefore,
signals overlap left and right.Measureddata points (circles) are interpolatedbymeansof their Fourier series (lines). Voxelswere categorised into six bins according to their response phase
(red = low-frequency tuning; blue = high-frequency tuning).
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tocol, a clustered protocol offers the advantage that at least during the
short silent periods between scans auditory stimuli can be perceived
with minimal direct acoustic interference. This allows tasks to be per-
formed and responses to be assessed in relation to stimuli presented
at normal loudness levels. However, because the silent periods are
short compared to the hemodynamic response duration, a sustained el-
evation of the fMRI baseline signal due to previous scans should be ex-
pected. Insofar as response saturation due to hemodynamic non-
linearities plays a role, this will decrease the measurable amplitude of
stimulus-evoked activation and reduce the dynamic range for discern-
ing the difference between various contrasting conditions. Finally,
sparse scanning paradigms employ intermittent silent periods that are
so long that responses to previous scans have largely decayed back to
baseline. These allow the “cleanest” brain responses to be measured,since they avoid interactions at the hemodynamic level. However, this
comes at the cost of acquiring substantially reduced amounts of data
per unit time.
In an attempt to partially overcome the limitations of sparse scan-
ning, we employedmoderately long (8.8-s) intervals of scanner inactiv-
ity and acquired pairs of clustered acquisitions in this study. Although
longer silent intervals of up to 20 s have been advocated in order for
ASN effects to become negligible (Talavage et al., 1999; Olulade et al.,
2011), intervals in the order of 10 s appear to be in common usage.
The acquisition of multiple image volumes in a cluster is a less common
practice, although it has been proposed and successfully employed by
multiple authors (Schmithorst and Holland, 2004; Langers et al., 2007;
Zaehle et al., 2007). In our case, the acquisition of a second image
(labelled “b” in Fig. 1) came at a small cost, by extending the periodicity
of the acquisition paradigm from11.0 to 13.2 s. At the same time, amore
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only the ﬁrst images (labelled “a”) that have similar image contrast as
images from a standard sparse sequence due to their long repetition
time. By averaging the image pairs, we were able to avoid irregular se-
rial correlations due to the variable repetition time. The observation
that the obtained mean F-values in the ROI substantially increased
from12.7 and 19.6 for the individual images to F=26.0 for the pairwise
averages indicates that the approach proved beneﬁcial.
With regard to the sensitivity to sound-evoked brain activation, we
found that the continuous protocol as well as the sparse protocol
based on single images (i.e. only the ﬁrst or second in a pair) performed
worse than the clusteredprotocol and the sparse protocol based on both
images in the pair. For the former protocols, the group-level activation
extentwas between 15 and 20 cm3, whereas the latter protocols detect-
ed larger volumes of between 20 and 25 cm3 of signiﬁcantly responsive
brain tissue. Our results are in agreement with the ﬁnding in literature
that responses to auditory stimuli are signiﬁcantly diminished in the
presence of ASN (Talavage and Edmister, 2004). They indicate that the
insertion of silent periods improves the sensitivity of auditory fMRI ex-
periments. The duration of the silent periods did not prove critical, given
that the 2.2-s periods in the clustered protocol provided similar sensi-
tivity as the 8.8-s periods in the sparse protocol. However, our data do
not support previous suggestions that continuous scanning might be
preferable due to the absence of sudden ASN onsets (Seifritz et al.,
2006), at least for the types of stimuli and intensity levels in combina-
tion with the scanner and imaging sequence employed in the present
experiment (60-phon tones with a 3-T EPI sequence).
Tonotopic maps
To further investigate whether the tonotopic organisation appears
distorted in the presence of ASN due to frequency-dependent interac-
tions, we generated tonotopic maps. In contrast to characteristic-
frequency maps that are generated based on invasive neurophysiologi-
cal measurements and that reﬂect exact quantitative measures of
tuning in individual neurons or small neuronal assemblies, the best-
frequency maps that are derived from non-invasive fMRI data should
be regarded as qualitative correlates of tuning in mesoscopic neural
populations. In our experience, although voxels differ from each other
in their tuning characteristics, most voxels tend to show a rather
broad response to a large range of frequencies, certainly for fMRI at or
below 3 T. This may partly be due to the fact that a single voxel com-
prises numerous cortical columns, or to the fact that fMRI is sensitive
to hemodynamic effects that originate from an extensive patch of cortex
(Turner, 2002). Consequently, even voxels that are primarily tuned to –
say– the highest frequency of 8 kHz in our experiment still tend to show
substantially non-zero responses to the lowest frequency of 125 Hz as
well. When ﬁtting the response to a frequency sweep, the effective fre-
quency that is assigned to such a voxel will therefore tend to be shifted
towards the moderate frequency values that correspond with the mid-
dle of the sweep. As a result, extreme frequency tuningwas not notably
found in our results (e.g. the 0–90° and 270–0° quadrants in Fig. 6, or the
equivalent ranges in the histogram in Fig. 7b), whereas neurons tuned
to the extremest frequencies represented in our sweep stimuli should
still be expected to be abundant. Hence, we caution against a direct in-
terpretation of the observed Fourier phase in terms of an exact frequen-
cy scale. In particular, the outcome likely depends on the characteristics
of the sweep stimuli (e.g. frequency range, duration, sweep rate, silent
periods). Although this complicates comparisons across studies with
different stimuli, it nevertheless seems justiﬁed to compare detailed re-
sults across paradigms with identical stimuli, like we do in our study.
Qualitatively, the extracted maps of preferred frequencies were
highly similar for the three scanning protocols. In particular, all proto-
cols revealed low-frequency representations on the lateral aspect of
the superior surface of the temporal lobe, and high-frequency represen-
tationsmoremedially deepwithin the Sylvian ﬁssure. Multiple extremacould be distinguished along the anterior-to-posterior direction,
resulting in a typical zig-zag pattern of reversing tonotopic gradients.
This pattern agrees well with previous literature (Saenz and Langers,
2014). This observation suggests that, with regard to the delineation
of tonotopic gradients and corresponding ﬁelds in auditory cortex,
some interference from ASN is acceptable.
For various applications, more exact quantitative measures may be
of interest. With regard to cortical reorganisation, for instance, one
does not necessarily expect the number or relative location of cortical
ﬁelds to change. However, one might compare the extent of cortical
representations of particular sound frequencies across distinct subjects
groups, for instance the edge-frequency in subjects with high-
frequency hearing loss or the frequency correspondingwith the tinnitus
pitch in tinnitus patients. Our results show that suchmeasures are nota-
bly distorted by interference due to ASN. Therefore, the use of additional
measures to avoid detrimental inﬂuences from ASN seems essential in
such contexts.
We found that the response amplitude tomoderate frequencies was
decreased for the clustered acquisition protocol compared to the sparse
protocol, and progressivelymore so for the continuous protocol. In con-
trast, the responses in voxels that were found to be tuned to extreme
(low or high) frequencies were simultaneously increased. The various
employed scanning protocols differed in the repetition time of the ac-
quisitions. This has an effect on the tissue contrast and signal-to-noise
of the obtained images, but it is difﬁcult to envisage how this would
result in an effect that depends upon the frequency of the stimulus pre-
sentations. In our view, the only plausible explanation for the observed
differences is related to ASN. The moderate stimulus frequencies near
themiddle of a sweep coincidedwith the regions in the sound spectrum
of the ASN that contained high spectral power and thatwere dominated
by strong harmonic peaks. If neurons tuned to such moderate frequen-
cies adapt to the ongoing presence of sound, or if hemodynamic signals
in tonotopic regions corresponding with those frequencies saturate,
then evoked responses to the sound stimuli of interest will decrease.
At the same time, neuronsmay become relatively more sensitive to fre-
quencies that are not present in theASNdue to an absence of adaptation
at those frequencies, possibly supplemented by adaptation to inhibitory
input from side-bands that do coincide with ongoing ASN. Additionally,
hemodynamic baseline levels may conceivably decrease in the lowest-
and highest-frequency tonotopic endpoints due to blood stealing ef-
fects, which might further increase the available dynamic response
range at extreme frequencies. These neural and vascular mechanisms
may explain the apparent increase in responses to stimulus frequencies
that were weakly represented in the ASN.
Overall, we conclude that although ASN has only minor inﬂuence on
the qualitative layout of tonotopicmaps, it does interferewith quantita-
tive measures of frequency tuning. Out of the several protocols that we
compared,we advocate the use of sparse scanningwithmultiple contig-
uous acquisitions because it provides similar sensitivity as the clustered
protocol, more sensitivity than the continuous protocol, and it best
avoids the obvious frequency-speciﬁc interference fromASN.Moreover,
sparse scanning has the advantage that it allows the use of softer stimuli
than those employed in this study, which is likely to improve the
stimulus-speciﬁcity of the measured responses (Langers and van Dijk,
2012).
Travelling wave responses
Finally, we discuss an unexpected observation regarding the tempo-
ral dynamics of the responses to the employed tone sweeps. Travelling
wave stimuli have been used for vision (Engel et al., 1997), touch
(Sanchez-Panchuelo et al., 2010), and audition (Talavage et al., 2004).
They allow the best-frequency tuning to be encoded as the phase of
the response, which can easily be extracted by correlation, regression,
or Fourier analysis. By averaging results over both sweep directions, he-
modynamic delays can be cancelled without explicit measurement of
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comes using this protocol are generally consistentwith previous results:
not only did the extracted tonotopic maps agree with present literature
(Humphries et al., 2010; Da Costa et al., 2011; Striem-Amit et al., 2011;
Herdener et al., 2013; Langers, 2014), the inferred 4-s hemodynamic
delay also well matches other reports concerning auditory cortex
(Backes and van Dijk, 2002; Inan et al., 2004; Langers et al., 2005;
Olulade et al., 2011).
Nevertheless, we found that the hemodynamic signals did not be-
have as expected. In particular, we found that responses in voxels that
were assigned a moderate best frequency did not peak in the middle
of the sweeps, but instead tended to show two peaks, one in the ﬁrst
half and one in the second half of the sweep, often accompanied by an
apparent dip coinciding with the presentation of moderate frequencies.
It is arguable whether this behaviour should be interpreted as “moder-
ate tuning”, as the phase of the ﬁtted sinusoid suggests. Overall, the
range of behaviours was better summarised by an occurrence of two
peaks, one corresponding to low frequencies and another correspond-
ing to high frequencies; the assignment of a best frequency appeared
to dependmostly on the relative strength of these peaks. To our knowl-
edge, such bimodal response behaviour has not previously been report-
ed in the context of travelling wave designs. We are unable to ascertain
whether our data diverge from those in other studies in this respect, or
whether other authors simply have not investigated the underlying sig-
nal dynamics.
At ﬁrst sight, the observed dipmay seem to be another effect of ASN.
The dominant frequencies in the ASN correspondedwith those present-
ed in themiddle of the sweep, so it might have been expected that ASN
would particularly diminish response levels at that instance in time.
However, a similar effectwas observed irrespective of the scanning pro-
tocol. In particular, for the sparse scanning protocol, moderately-tuned
voxels did not show a unimodal peak near the middle of the sweep ei-
ther. For that reason, we ﬁnd it unlikely that the observed behaviour is
fully accounted for by ASN.
One might conceivably interpret these bimodal peaks to be related
to stimulus onset and offset responses. Indeed, it has been shown that
the response at a cortical level is dominated by transients, rather than
by sustained responses as they occur in subcortical nuclei (Harms and
Melcher, 2002, 2003). However, this explanation is not appropriate in
our case, given that the second peak in the response started well before
the end of the sweep. Moreover, the sweep tones were gradually faded
in and out, and in addition to the onset and offset of the sweep as a
whole individual tone onsets and offsets occurred throughout the stim-
ulus, rendering this explanation less persuasive. Yet, it is likely that the
strongest onset responses occurred at the start of a sweep, following the
period of silence between sweeps. Conceivably, that onset activity may
have depleted the brain tissue to some extent such that neurons that are
tuned tomoderate frequencieswere less responsive at themoment that
their preferred frequencies were presented, whereas neurons tuned to
frequencies that were presented towards the end of the sweep had
more time to recover. Such a slow recovery behaviour was reported
by Harms andMelcher (2003) in the form of a ramp function. However,
given the long duration of the sweeps (24.2 s), all neurons should have
had sufﬁcient time to recover from sweep onset activity, including those
that were presented with their preferred frequencies after approxi-
mately 10 s in the middle of the sweep. Therefore, although we do not
completely discard this explanation, it seems implausible.
A different straightforward interpretation would be that there are
two distinct populations of neurons: one tuned to low frequencies,
explaining one peak, and one tuned to high frequencies, explaining
the other. Neurons tuned to moderate frequencies might simply be ab-
sent, or underrepresented, in such a scenario. Different regions of the
auditory cortex might contain different mixtures of these two types of
neurons, resulting in the observed dynamics. Alternatively, the spatial
location of regions strictly composed of one subpopulation or the
other might vary across subjects, similarly resulting in continuouslyvariable contributions to the dynamics when considering voxel-wise
averages at the group level. In fact, it has been previously suggested
that apparent continuous tonotopic gradients might actually arise
from regions with discretely differing frequency tuning (Schönwiesner
et al., 2002). Although this explanation is compatible with our observa-
tions, such a model would be very difﬁcult to reconcile with ﬁndings
from numerous animal studies that report an abundance of neurons
that are tuned to moderate frequencies in a variety of species
(Merzenich et al., 1976; Hellweg et al., 1977; Stiebler et al., 1997;
Capsius and Leppelsack, 1999; Kusmierek and Rauschecker, 2009;
Scott et al., 2011). Yet, it could be that neurons that are tuned to lower
frequencies than 125Hz or higher frequencies than 8 kHz respondmax-
imally at the edges of the sweep, or perhaps even shift their best fre-
quencies centripetally towards more moderate frequencies due to the
stimulus statistics in the experiment (Suga, 2012). Thus, population
tuning could accumulate at the extreme frequencies. Although this
makes the hypothesis that neurons can roughly be subdivided into
two subpopulations more plausible, it remains hard to envisage that
this would completely explain our observation given that we employed
a rather large range of frequencies (six octaves) that should encompass
the best frequency of a majority of neurons.
Interestingly, comparable effects have been reported in the context
of vision. There, evidence suggests that phase encoding techniques
give biased estimates of topographic maps near retinotopic boundaries
related to masks in visual ﬁeld stimuli (Haak et al., 2012). It has been
forwarded that this bias arises in the analysis as a consequence of failing
to model the absence of stimulation in parts of the visual ﬁeld (Binda
et al., 2013). Translating this to our auditory paradigm, it may well be
that similar effects led to an overrepresentation of the responses at
the edges of the sweep stimuli. Because we do not observe a similarly
notable dip atmoderate frequencies when employing stimuli presented
in a block-design instead of sweeps (Langers et al., 2014-in this issue),
the problem appears to be speciﬁc for the travelling wave paradigm.
We therefore tentatively attribute the dip to response dynamics rather
than frequency-tuning.
Despite the fact that the reasons for the observed bimodal response
behaviour remain poorly understood, it seems safe to conclude that
travelling wave stimuli in the auditory modality may suffer from some
distortion in the derived tonotopic maps. Although we do not expect
this effect to render our results regarding the effects of ASN to be
invalidated, wewish to point out that sweep stimuli potentially confuse
response characteristics as a function of frequency and hemodynamics
as a function of time. In our view, this deserves further investigation,
and we therefore recommend that authors who employ travelling
wave stimuli report on the underlying evoked signal dynamics as well,
instead of presenting tonotopic maps based on ﬁtted response phases
alone.
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Appendix A
In an analysis of variance (ANOVA), a measured signal mean is tested
against the null-hypothesis by computing a Fisher–Snedecor F-value that
equals the explained variance of interest (per degree of freedom)divided
by the unexplained variance (per degree of freedom): F=m2 / s2, where
m and s2 are the signal's estimated mean and residual variance,
respectively.
If two independent signals y1 and y2 have means m1 and m2
and variances s12 and s22, then a weighted linear combination y =
b1·y1 + b2·y2 will have mean m = b1 · m1 + b2 · m2 and variance
674 D.R.M. Langers et al. / NeuroImage 100 (2014) 663–675s2 = b12 · s12 + b22 · s22. By optimising the signal to noise ratio of the
combined signal using the parameters b1 and b2, it can be shown that
a maximum equal to F = F1 + F2 can be obtained for weights b1 and
b2 that relate as
b1 : b2 ¼
F1
m1
:
F2
m2
:
More generally, the vector of optimal weights b can be obtained
through b= S−1 m, wherem is the vector of estimated means and S
equals the estimated covariance matrix of signal noises. For this choice
of weights, F=mTS−1 m is achieved. This generalisation allows for an
arbitrary number of signals and non-zero covariances between signals.
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